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Introduction
The effect of wine on the heart is dependent
on the amount of wine that is consumed and
the pattern of drinking.
Most scientific studies show this as a j-shaped
dose-response relationship, where light to
moderate wine drinkers have a reduced risk
of heart diseases and disorders compared to
people who don’t drink any alcoholic
beverages. People who drink heavy and
excessive amounts of wine, however, have an
increased risk of heart diseases and disorders
(Figure 1). Light to moderate wine drinking is
considered as 10 to 20 g alcohol per day or
one to two standard drinks per day. One
standard drink of wine is approximately 100
mL.
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The grouping of diseases and disorders that involve the heart and the blood vessels (arteries and
veins) is referred to as cardiovascular disease. The grouping includes atherosclerosis (hardening
and rigidity of the artery wall), high blood pressure, heart attacks, heart failure and strokes, either
from blockages or ruptures of brain blood vessels.

Effects of light to moderate wine drinking

Reduction of fat deposits in arteries
(atherosclerosis), which protects against
heart attacks and ischaemic strokes
(physical blockage of blood flow to an area
of the brain, causing brain cells in the area
to die)
Reduces buildup of fat
deposits in
arteries

Protection against forming blood clots,
which protects against heart attacks and
ischaemic strokes (blocked brain artery)
A blood clot is a gel-like
mass formed by platelets
and fibrin in the blood to
stop bleeding. When
formed inappropriately
inside an artery, blood flow
past the clot is decreased
and may become blocked.

Effects of heavy and excessive wine
drinking

Increased risk of heart muscle disease
(cardiomyopathy). This disease enlarges the
heart muscle or makes it thicker and more
rigid than normal and scar tissue may
replace the muscle tissue. The disease can
make the heart less able to pump blood
through the body. It can also cause
disturbed heart rhythms or heart failure
where the heart can't pump enough blood
throughout the body, and sudden cardiac
death.
Increased risk of a changed or disturbed
sequence of electrical impulses causing
changed or disturbed heart rate or rhythm
(arrhythmia), where the heart beats either
too slowly or too fast and/or irregularly,
which can cause the heart to pump less
effectively and can cause sudden cardiac
death.

Promotion of breaking down of blood clots,
which protects against heart attacks and
ischaemic strokes (blocked brain artery)

Increased risk of haemorrhagic stroke
(ruptured and bleeding brain artery)

Decreased risk of high blood pressure

Increased risk of high blood pressure which
can cause heart failure where the heart
can't pump enough blood throughout the
body
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Did you know?
• The risk of harm to the heart occurs at a
lower amount of wine drinking in women
compared to in men, for example, after
more than two standard drinks per day for
women compared to more than three or
four standard drinks per day for men.
• There is a j-shaped relationship between
wine drinking and blood pressure until
after approximately two standard drinks
per day for women and three standard
drinks per day for men, when the
relationship becomes a straight line (linear).
The increase in blood pressure is
approximately 1 mm Hg for each standard
drink consumed.
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• Drinking heavy or excessive amounts of
wine can increase the risk of both forms of
stroke. Heavy drinking can actually
increase the formation of blood clots via
the alcohol component of wine’s effects on
heart muscle and on heart beats and which
can block an artery in the brain. Conversely,
the increased blood pressure from heavy
drinking can cause an artery in the brain to
rupture where the bleeding into the brain
is greater due to the decreased formation
of blood clots and the increased
breakdown of blood clots.
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• Women appear to be more susceptible to
‘alcohol-induced’ haemorrhagic stroke.

• Blood pressure decreases, however, within
two to four weeks after stopping drinking
wine or decreasing the amount of wine
consumed.
• The relationship between drinking heavy
amounts of wine and high blood pressure
is independent of other risk factors for high
blood pressure such as being overweight
or smoking cigarettes. A person’s genes,
however, influence how much their blood
pressure will increase on drinking wine.
• Arrhythmias or atrial fibrillation are also
referred to as ‘holiday heart syndrome’ as
they often occur with drinking heavy or
excessive amounts on a long weekend or
during holidays. The effect stops, however,
when drinking wine ceases or decreases. It
can cause symptoms such as dizziness,
palpitations, shortness of breath, and chest
discomfort or pain.
• 80% of strokes are diagnosed as ischaemic
(blockage) and 20% are diagnosed as
haemorrhagic (bleed).
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Figure 2. Mean systolic blood pressures, adjusted for age, sex, and
body mass index, by category of usual alcohol intake. Data are from
316 young adults. Source: Gillman, et al. (1995).
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